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Introduction
1.1. Cosmological inital conditions for a LambdaCDM Cosmological inital conditions for a LambdaCDM 
Universe (0.27, 0.73) realised with particles deplaced Universe (0.27, 0.73) realised with particles deplaced 
from cubic grid positions (GRAFICS by E. Bertschinger).from cubic grid positions (GRAFICS by E. Bertschinger).
2.2. Solve gravitational interactions between these Solve gravitational interactions between these 
particles, softend on the force resolution scale particles, softend on the force resolution scale 
(PKDGRAV by J. Stadel).(PKDGRAV by J. Stadel).
3.3. Well known Nbody results:Well known Nbody results:

NFW (NFW (--1) or Moore (1) or Moore (--1.5) functions fit the density profiles 1.5) functions fit the density profiles 
down to 1% of the virial radius. Concentration reflects  the down to 1% of the virial radius. Concentration reflects  the 
at formation time, so smaller halos have higher at formation time, so smaller halos have higher 
concentration. Inner profile of relaxed systems does not concentration. Inner profile of relaxed systems does not 
depend on mass.depend on mass.

Large abundance of substructure, N(>m) ~ m^(Large abundance of substructure, N(>m) ~ m^(--1)1)



Introduction – CDM Hot Topics
1.1. Density profile within 1% of the virial radius:Density profile within 1% of the virial radius:
Still cuspy or approaching a constant density core?Still cuspy or approaching a constant density core?

Galaxy rotation curves, strong lensing by clusters and DM Galaxy rotation curves, strong lensing by clusters and DM 
anihilation signal from the Galactic center.anihilation signal from the Galactic center.

2.2. Subhalo inner structure?Subhalo inner structure?

DM anihilation signal.DM anihilation signal.

3.3. Subhalo abundance, spatial & velocity distribution?Subhalo abundance, spatial & velocity distribution?

Galactic satellite problem, cluster galaxies (HOD), Galactic satellite problem, cluster galaxies (HOD), 
anomalous flux ratios in strong lensinganomalous flux ratios in strong lensing



�� Refinement:Refinement:
Resimulating halos with better Resimulating halos with better 
mass resolutionmass resolution

300 Mpc

3 
M

pc



Highest 
resolution 
numerical 
simulations of 
the structure of 
dark matter 
halos

10^5 steps

10^8 particles

High mass and 
force resolution



Cluster formation movie



Why these very large, expensive runs?

�� Numerical flattening:Numerical flattening:
slow convergence,slow convergence,
1 million to resolve 1% of rvirial,1 million to resolve 1% of rvirial,
1000 to resolve 10% !1000 to resolve 10% !

(Moore et al. 1998; Diemand et al. (Moore et al. 1998; Diemand et al. 
2004, MNRAS, 348, 977)2004, MNRAS, 348, 977)

r resloved N 1 3



Why these very large, expensive runs?

�� Numerical flattening:Numerical flattening:
slow convergence,slow convergence,
1 million to resolve 1% of rvirial,1 million to resolve 1% of rvirial,
1000 to resolve 10% !1000 to resolve 10% !

(Moore et al. 1998; Diemand et al. (Moore et al. 1998; Diemand et al. 
2004, MNRAS, 348, 977)2004, MNRAS, 348, 977)

�� Numerical Overmerging:Numerical Overmerging:

incomplete subhalo sample for incomplete subhalo sample for 
N<100N<100

r resloved N 1 3



The Runs (6 clusters, 4 galaxies)







1.266pm0.17



Profiles Conclusions
��

�� Neither NFW or Moore (Neither NFW or Moore (--1.5) profiles fit well. More 1.5) profiles fit well. More 
general 2 parameter functions fit over the whole range, general 2 parameter functions fit over the whole range, 
but there is no preference for particular form yet.but there is no preference for particular form yet.

�� Scatter in the profiles at 1% Rvir now characterized, Scatter in the profiles at 1% Rvir now characterized, 
~ 0.17 in log slope.~ 0.17 in log slope.

�� Agreement among simulators at these resolutions. 5 Agreement among simulators at these resolutions. 5 
different codes, initial conditions.different codes, initial conditions.

3/1∝ Nrconv



Substructure
�� Identify subhalos using a grouping algorithm that is Identify subhalos using a grouping algorithm that is 

independent of background density. SKID & new AdFOF independent of background density. SKID & new AdFOF 
method.method.

�� Halos within Halos problem.Halos within Halos problem.
�� Over 5000 well resolved subhalos inside the virial radius Over 5000 well resolved subhalos inside the virial radius 

of one high resolution halo.of one high resolution halo.



Spatial distribution of subhalos at different resolutions

=> converged down to 0.1 Rvir;  clear spatial 
antibias.



CDM Subhalos are less concentrated than cluster 
galaxies:



Jeans equation for subhalos and DM particles:

(beta=0, isotropic) 



Jeans equation for subhalos and DM particles:

(beta=0, isotropic) 



Jeans equation for subhalos and DM particles:

(beta=0, isotropic) 

=> close to a stationary situation



When did the selection happen?

* Over 80% of the halos at z = 2 have a descendent at z=0

* But only 60% of the halos at z=7.

=> Bias caused by early removal (tidal disruption) of halos 
with low orbital energy, “physical overmerging”.

=> Morphology-Density relation set before the cluster forms

Next step:
trace the orbits and merger histories of halos that are today
* subhalos
* merged with the cD
* lost (disrupted)





Substructure Conclusions
1.1. Convergence above about 100 particles in the mass Convergence above about 100 particles in the mass 

function. Powerfunction. Power--law: N(>m) ~ m^law: N(>m) ~ m^--1.1.
2.2. Spatial antibias + velocity bias between subhalos Spatial antibias + velocity bias between subhalos 

and DM background! Real (Physical) Overmerging. and DM background! Real (Physical) Overmerging. 
Removal of low enregy orbits via tidal disruption Removal of low enregy orbits via tidal disruption 
before z=7.  (Independent of mass)before z=7.  (Independent of mass)

3.3. Apparent disagreement with observed clusters. Apparent disagreement with observed clusters. 
Hydrodynamics to explain this?Hydrodynamics to explain this?
Or a real problem for CDM?Or a real problem for CDM?

JD, Moore & Stadel astroJD, Moore & Stadel astro--ph/0402160 and 0402267,ph/0402160 and 0402267,
pictures & movies: wwwpictures & movies: www--theorie.physik.unizh.ch/~diemandtheorie.physik.unizh.ch/~diemand



Substructure of six high resolution clusters



Velocities
inside

Velocities
outside



Projected velocity moments LOS velocity distributions


